Agent KHC

Agent KHC isn’t an actual Heart Hero but we will see them in this year’s program as a character who shares clues and plays some kind of a role with the students solving the missions.

Iker

Iker thinks leadership is a way to help others.
Favorite Activity: Listening to others - what they want, need, worry about, organizing teams and helping find solutions to challenges.
Fun Fact: Iker helps friends and classmates resolve conflict by seeing each other’s points of view. And swoops in to stand up to bullies.

Kai

Kai loves water and will always choose water over any sugary beverages. Kai also loves making a splash everywhere they go.
Favorite Activity: Surfing, wakeboarding, canoeing, swimming or any activity that involves water, especially splashing in puddles!
Fun Fact: Kai is always ready for the sun with sunscreen and heart-shaped shades. Kai is known for fin-shaped hair.

Dash

Dash is high energy and loves to play basketball with friends.
Favorite Activity: Basketball, listening to music and dancing. Dash is always on the move to the next fun activity!
Fun Fact: Dash is always ready to dance and move! They love moving to every beat of music.

Taye & Scout the dog

Taye knows that small hands can help big. Taye will often be seen walking Scout around Heartsville. Taye knows that walking is good for BOTH of their hearts!
Favorite Activity: Always eager to help others, Taye volunteers at the Heartsville animal shelter. That’s where they found Scout – their dog and best friend.
Fun Fact: Favorite quote is from the Lorax, “Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It’s not.”

Journey

Journey takes time to stop and think about what they are grateful for every day. This helps them feel good, calmer and even happier!
Favorite Activity: Sending Kindness Cards to others, just to let them know they matter in this world!
Fun Fact: By practicing gratitude and kindness, Journey is one happy heart – and helps others around them feel happier too!

Sam

It’s important to Sam that they – and everyone – make good choices and say NO to vaping and tobacco. Keeping their lungs and heart healthy helps Sam be strong.
Favorite Activity: Martial arts.
Fun Fact: Sam just received his green belt in Jiu Jitsu. He is having fun learning how to be disciplined and honorable, all while staying fit and making good choices.